








"Yevtushenko and the Birches" 

After Karin Dijkstra's 

Night Birches 

"Thank You & Please Come Again" 

After Carmen Romine's 

Terminals 

"Open Space" 

After Carmen Romine's 

Open Space 

"Francine Receives Direction on Posing 

for the Camera" 

After Annie Becker's 

Francine poses for the camera 

"Progress" 

After Annie Becker's 

Marty + Pat Canoeing on the Cuyahoga 

Artist Remarks 

"Lake Erie Speaks" 

After Jane Alexander's 

January 29, 2021 9:22 AM 



"Tempest" 

After Jane Alexander's 

August 28, 2020 4:08PM 

HEIGHTS ARTS UPCOMING EVENTS 

HAIKU HIKE - SPRING SESSION April 21st, 1 0am-12pm 

LOCATION: Nature Center at Shaker Lakes 

Join Cleveland Heights Poet Laureate Ray McNiece on a 

seasonal morning ginkgo (haiku walk), learning and 

creating poetry according to centuries-old traditions. These 

customs cultivate a seasonal awareness that improves one's 

powers of poetic and natural observation. 

Hikes begin with a formal introduction to haiku, continue 

with 4 stops along the way, then conclude with a final sharing. 

Sign up for one session or all seasons in a series we're offering 

in celebration of Cleveland Heights' centennial anniversary. 

$20.00 General fee 

$15.00 Heights Arts Members fee 

WHAT A TIME TO BE ALIVE May 19th - June 12th 

"In an age where connection is king, the miracles of modern 

life shape a new generation unlike any other. As the children 

of extremes, extravagance and excess, a unique culture rises 

from these conditions to shape our collective experience. 

From social media's unrelenting scrutiny, unpredictable global 

events and insatiable boredom, the specifics of our lives create 

our stories. And so we must ask: what defines us? As an era; as 

a community; as individuals. In collaboration with Cleveland 

Heights High, we seek to find some answers to this question 

through our exhibition, "What a Time to Be Alive!" 

Statement provided by curators, senior intern Eryn Lawson 

and junior intern Josie Naypauer, who will also be featured in 

an accompanying Spotlight exhibition. 



Ray McNiece is the Poet-Laureate chosen by Heights Arts through 

2022. McNiece is the author of 11 books of poems and 

monologues, two solo theatre works, two music/poetry collabora

tions and one collaborative theatre work. He started his own educ

ational company, Page to Stage Productions in 1994. He has 

worked as a consultant for Word Forward in Singapore and for the 

nationally tour-ing, Poetry Alive. He is also an adjunct professor 

at John Carroll University. He was recently certified into Young 

Audiences National Teaching Artist Roster, one of only twenty 

such teaching artists nationally. Ray McNiece is the Cleveland Arts 

Prize Lifetime Achievement Award winner for 2021. 

Amy Hughes is a writer and teacher from Northeast Ohio. She holds 

degrees from Kent State University and Florida International 

University, and she has taught writing to middle school, high school, 

and college students for more than ten years. Her work has 

appeared in two editions of Tigertail, A South Florida Annual. Today 

she is a freelance writer and editor, an active member of Literary 

Cleveland, and a teaching artist with Lake Erie Ink where she leads 

creative writing workshops for Northeast Ohio students. 








